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Abstract
We propose to consider the “Turing machine” as a boundary object in sociotechnical
terms for two reasons.i First, computer scientists have defined the “Turing machine” in
different ways. Some players characterized the machine with a one-way infinite tape,
others preferred infinity in two directions. In both cases, the infinity involved has been
taken to be an actual infinity by some and a potential infinity by others. Likewise, the
workings of the machine have been defined with quadruple notation in certain books
and with quintuple notation in others. Second, despite such mathematical variability,
there is immutable content: each textbook definition adheres to the neo-Russellian
tenet, that, everything a computer (or a physical object in general) can do, a Turing
machine can do as well.ii The tenet conveys a computational version of logicism,iii
which came to prominence in the 1950s with the writings of a first generation of
computer scientists.iv The following 1958 words of John Carr illustrate this uptake of
Turing machinery in connection with Artificial Intelligence:
Based on Turing’s proof about universal machines:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Living organisms can be abstractly defined as symbol manipulator.
Actions of living beings can be described by a program.
Digital computers have all the features of Universal Turing Machines.
Digital computers can duplicate human beings.v

Our two observations, concerning the plasticity and neo-Russellian robustness of the
Turing machine, adhere to the 1989 definition of a boundary object.vi Moreover, a
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boundary object has interpretive flexibility.vii And so does the Turing machine in the
context of computer programming, as we shall illustrate in the next paragraph — and
more elaborately in our presentation — with an American and a Dutch reception of the
unsolvability of the halting problem (of Turing machines).
Around 1967, Marvin Minsky and Edsger Dijkstra welcomed the neo-Russellian tenet
that everything a computer can do, a Turing machine can do as well. Both men shared
a common identity on opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean, which benefited academic
discipline building. Yet they positioned engineering in relation to Turing-machine
theory differently. According to Minsky, mathematical theorems about Turing
machines are rules that dictate the dos and don’ts of the engineer, including
impossibility results (which hinge on an infinite abstraction of real machinery).viii While
for Dijkstra, software engineering itself was a pure science. According to him,
theoretical insights about Turing machines could, at best, advise the engineer.ix
Examining the interpretive flexibility of the Turing machine as a boundary object sheds
light on the contradistinction between American “science” and European
“engineering,” and between natural laws and governing laws. The latter dichotomy
was also contentious 30 years earlier, e.g., in an exchange between Alan Turing and
Ludwig Wittgenstein in 1939, and remains so today in the philosophy of computer
science.x Our historical findings will help software scholars compare intellectual
cultures inside computer science, spanning multiple decades up till 2022.
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